SINGONSURVEILLENCE
(Illinois Eligible)
BAY FILLY; Foaled April 25, 2019
Brand 3T686 No Chip

Consigned by Ray Yoder, Oblong, IL

By SING JESSE SING 2,1:48.2f; 3,1:53.3 ($498,502) by Jailhouse Jesse 4,T1:53.3. At 2, winner OHSS at Scioto Downs; second in LC at The Red Mile, OHBC at Delaware, OH First Lady S. at Scioto Downs, OHSS at Raceway Park and Scioto Downs; third in OHSS at Northfield Park. At 3, winner Circle City S. at Indiana Downs, Goodtimes Trot (elim. and Final) at Mohawk, Governors Cup S. (elim.) at Scioto Downs, OHSS Final at Lebanon, OHSS (div., twice) at Northfield and Scioto Downs; second in OHSS at Scioto Downs and Old Oaken Bucket at Delaware. Sire of 7 winners, 5 in 2:00, 1 in 1:55 including JESSE POPPER 3,1:55, MONSTR TOY 4,1:56, SINGING SOLO (M) 1:56.3h, HOOSIER KIM (M) 3,1:57.2, JUSTSINGALONG 3,1:57.3f, etc.

1st Dam
SURVEILLANCE 3,1:59.3f; 1:56.3; BT1:54.1 ($221,201) by Amigo Hall 3,1:54.32 wins. At 3, winner Celia Counsel LC (leg) at Woodbine; second in ONSS Grassroots at Georgian Downs and Rideau Carlton and in Graduate Series (leg and Final; third in leg) at Georgianas Downs; third in ONSS Grassroots at Grand River. As Aged, placed in CCQ-Regional and in Invitational in Quebec. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
MILLIE WONKA 2,2:08.1h; 4,2:03.4h ($48,990) by Royal Strength 2,1:57.7 wins. At 2, winner ONSS Grassroots at Woodstock. Dam of 7 foals, one died at 2, 5 winners, including: SURVEILLANCE 3,1:59.3f; 1:56.3; BT1:54.1 (m, Amigo Hall) ($221,201). 32 wins. As above. BREEWOOD GRINGO 2,2:06.3h; 3,1:55.3; BT1:55 (h, Amigo Hall) ($159,895).9 wins. At 3, winner Tie Silk (Final; third in leg) at Woodbine and ONSS (elim.; second in $130,000 Final) at London. At 4, winner Preferred, multiple placed in Preferreds in Ontario. SUPER DUKE 2,2:01.1f; 3,1:56.3f; 4,1:55.3f; BT1:55 (g, Duke Of York) ($139.725). 13 wins. At 3, winner ONSS Grassroots at Georgianas Downs; third at Woodstock. At 4, winner ONSS Grassroots at Grand River and Rideau Carlton; second in 3 legs; third in leg and Final.

3rd Dam
SUNSHINE T COLLINS p,3,2:04.1f ($1,665) by Texas 3,1:57.3. Dam of 7 winners, including: HENRY LAUXMONT 3,2:04.3h; 1:56.4h (g, A Go Go Lauxmont) ($297,748). 6 wins. At 3, winner ONSS at Woodstock; second in ONSS at Dresden. As Aged, winner Staley Series (leg); third in Invitational at Los Alamitos. GO EDDIE GO 2,2:04.4h; 3,2:02f; 1:58 (g, A Go Go Lauxmont) ($293,189). 43 wins. Dam of SWIFT KATHY 3,1:59.2 ($141,461), Danny S. Collins 2,2:02.1, etc. PRINCESS VICKY 2,2:02f; 3,2:00f; 4,1:59.4h (m, A Go Go Lauxmont) ($127,625). 9 wins. Dam of AVENYATTIEGIRL 4,1:54.1 ($217,954), TRACADIE BAY 3,2:00.2 ($145,605), WEST ROYALTY 1:58.3f ($77,461), etc.

4th Dam
RAIN 3,2:06.1 ($5,854) by Storm Cloud 2,00.4. Dam of 9 winners, including: VINASSI 4,2:04.1h (m, Torrence Hanover) ($174,509). 24 wins. Dam of SWIFT KATHY 3,1:59.2 ($141,461), Danny S. Collins 2,2:02.1, etc. Granddam of SWIFT AMERICAN 3,1:57.1f ($207,767), SPROCKET HANOVER 1:55 ($174,083), SWINGBACK HANOVER 1:56f ($170,349), etc.